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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
All switches have default bridge priorities, and originate
BPDUs with MAC addresses as indicated. The numbers shown are
STP link metrics. Which two ports are in blocking state after
STP converges? (Choose two.)
A. the port on switch SWF that connects to switch SWG
B. the port on switch SWD that connects to switch SWC
C. the port on switch SWD that connects to switch SWE
D. the port on switch SWB that connects to switch SWD
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following relational database constructs is used
to ensure valid values are entered for a column?
A. Column
B. Schema
C. Constraint
D. Permissions
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is parallel approval Routing?
A. The ability to send approval requests to multiple approvers
in a single step
B. The ability to send approval requests to yourself multiple
times, so you can approve a record
C. The ability to take back approval requests once you have
sent them
D. When you can mass assign your locked records to users in
your same Role
Answer: A
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